INDOOR COLLECTION

NOVELTIES SPRING 2018
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LUCAS
DINING CHAIR

At Vincent Sheppard, we want to keep
on moving forward. We get inspired by
everything around us and love to experiment
to create beautiful new collections. As a result, not all our new products can be found in
our catalogues. Allow us to introduce to you
our indoor novelties for spring 2018.

ABOUT
The Lucas dining chair is as beautiful as he is versatile: the simple silhouette with carefully crafted
legs in oak or stained wood make it work in any dining space. Without asking too much attention,
the elementary shape of the Lucas chair will make it feel as if it always belonged in your home.
As a bonus, the chair is available in all Vincent Sheppard loom colours, as well as in any RAL colour.
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LUCAS
DINING CHAIR
AVAILABLE LEG COLOURS

Oak

Black painted hardwood

MATERIALS

TEO OAK
COLLECTION
AVAILABLE SEAT COLOURS

pure white | P024

snow | P020

sparkle | P033

snow wash | P010

broken white | P026

white wash | P003

cord | P082

nacré | P023

grège | P022

taupe | P084

clear | P001

caramel | P006

walnut | P007

aqua | P090

grey wash | P008

dusty green | P050

quartz grey | P086

oyster | P036

black | P080

cement grey | P097

pebble | P025

espresso | P013

burgundy | P031

choose your own
RAL-colour

black wash | P094 dark grey wash | P093

wengé | P004

china red | P032

Lloyd Loom seat with oak frame or black
painted hardwood frame.

MAINTENANCE

Clean with a moist towel and some natural soap.

DIMENSIONS

ABOUT
The Teo collection now also includes the Teo Oak. This chair hints back to vintage designer classics,
but has all the comfort of today. Its pure lines and beautifully crafted wood remind us of Scandinavian design. With its refined and natural look, the Teo Oak chair will be an upgrade for any dining
space.
Lucas oak
DC080
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Lucas black wood
DC480
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TEO OAK
COLLECTION

JOE OAK BAR & COUNTER STOOL
JOE BLACK WOOD BAR & COUNTER STOOL

AVAILABLE COLOUR

AVAILABLE UPHOLSTERY

Oak | C014

Chestnut (faux leather)

MATERIALS
Solid oak. Upholstery: faux leather.

MAINTENANCE
Clean with a moist towel and some natural soap.

DIMENSIONS

Teo oak

DC045C014

Teo oak upholstered
DC046C014

ABOUT
To complete the Joe family, the Joe oak counter stool and the Joe oak bar stool were created. Forget the days where counter and bar stools were never really comfortable: Joe supports your back
and allows you to socialize at the bar for hours! Its rounded shape makes it feel very contemporary.
The Joe oak counter and bar stool are available with oak legs and black wood legs, and come in any
loom colour of the Vincent Sheppard collection.
Teo oak armchair
DC047C014
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Teo oak armchair upholstered
DC048C014
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JOE OAK BAR & COUNTER STOOL
JOE BLACK WOOD BAR & COUNTER STOOL
AVAILABLE SEAT COLOURS

Oak

Black painted hardwood

MATERIALS

pure white | P024

snow | P020

sparkle | P033

snow wash | P010

broken white | P026

white wash | P003

cord | P082

nacré | P023

grège | P022

taupe | P084

clear | P001

caramel | P006

walnut | P007

aqua | P090

grey wash | P008

dusty green | P050

quartz grey | P086

oyster | P036

black | P080

cement grey | P097

pebble | P025

espresso | P013

burgundy | P031

choose your own
RAL-colour

black wash | P094 dark grey wash | P093

wengé | P004

china red | P032

Colour & fabric as shown in image: custom colour/fabric

AVAILABLE LEG COLOURS

ALEX
COLLECTION

Lloyd Loom seat with oak frame or black
painted hardwood frame.

MAINTENANCE

Clean with a moist towel and some natural soap.

DIMENSIONS

ABOUT
Alex is probably one of the most inviting collections you’ll ever see. With its deep tub seat and
rounded shape, this lounge chair and sofa invite you to curl up with a good book and escape from
your bustling everyday lives. Nestle among the soft pillows and allow yourself to relax for a moment! The collection consists of a lounge chair and sofa, available in all Vincent Sheppard loom
colours or any RAL colour. The legs come in oak and dark stained wood.

Joe oak counter stool

Joe black wood bar stool

Joe black wood counter stool

Joe oak bar stool

CS013

CS413
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BS413

BS013
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ALEX
COLLECTION

ALEX
COLLECTION

AVAILABLE LEG COLOURS

Oak

DIMENSIONS

AVAILABLE SEAT COLOURS

pure white | P024

snow | P020

sparkle | P033

snow wash | P010

broken white | P026

white wash | P003

cord | P082

nacré | P023

grège | P022

taupe | P084

clear | P001

caramel | P006

walnut | P007

aqua | P090

grey wash | P008

dusty green | P050

quartz grey | P086

oyster | P036

black | P080

cement grey | P097

pebble | P025

espresso | P013

burgundy | P031

choose your own
RAL-colour

black wash | P094 dark grey wash | P093

Dark hardwood
wengé | P004

china red | P032

Alex lounge oak

Alex lounge sofa oak

Alex lounge dark wood

Alex lounge sofa dark wood

CH080

TS089

AVAILABLE FABRICS

Geneva grey |
G0404

Geneva silvergrey |
G0303

Geneva moon
white | G0101

Geneva sand stone
| G0202

Caleido flax | B0303

Facet felt black |
F0101

Valencia black |
V0202

Mineral blue |
S1010

Shingles | S1111

Canvas | S0606

Lin | S1212

London stone |
S0808

Dark smoke |
S0909

Cloudy grey |
S0505

Lopi coconut |
S2323

Savane coconut |
S2222

Sunbrella white |
S2424

Savane Zinc |
S2121

Charron | S1616

Lopi storm | S1717

Sooty | S1818

Sunbrella black |
S1515

Forest green |
D0101

MATERIALS

CH480

TS489

Lloyd Loom seat with oak legs or dark hardwood legs.

MAINTENANCE

Clean with a moist towel and some natural soap.
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NORBERT
TABLE

NORBERT
TABLE
DIMENSIONS

Norbert 220x90
TA092

ABOUT
If you’re into clean lines, natural materials and a modern appearance, Norbert is just the table for
you. The solid oak table is crafted to perfection and has a smooth and attractive finish thanks to a
natural and matte varnish. With its light oak colour, the Norbert manages to bring nature inside and
will light up your dining room. Available in 3 different dimensions, there’s enough room for all your
family and friends. Gather around and enjoy the meal!

AVAILABLE FINISH
Norbert 260x100
TA093

Natural oak varnish | W011

MATERIALS
Solid oak table top and legs.

MAINTENANCE
This varnished table is finished with a high performance, waterbased, polyurethane lacquer for the protection of the wood and has
an excellent chemical and mechanical resistance.
Clean with a mild solution of water and natural soap.
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Norbert 300x100
TA094
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VIVI
COLLECTION

VIVI
COLLECTION
AVAILABLE COLOUR

Natural | I206

MATERIALS
•
•
•
•

Coffee tables & side table: rattan structure with oak veneer top
Basket tables: black powder coated steel with rattan basket and solid oak top
Basket: rattan
Lighting: rattan. 2,5m white fabric covered electrical cable and 42W halogen lamp included.

MAINTENANCE
Clean with a moist towel and some natural soap.

ABOUT
Meet the Vivi collection: a vivid range of handmade rattan accessories!
Rattan has been in Vincent Sheppard’s DNA ever since the beginning of the company, and for quite
some years now we have been celebrating the material instead of using it solely as a firm basis for
our Loom furniture.
The Vivi collection consists of a rectangular, graphically shaped storage basket, a side table, 2 basket tables, 2 coffee tables and 2 lamps. With their natural, authentic look, these rattan accessories
provide character and bring life to every space.
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VIVI
COLLECTION

IVO
COLLECTION

DIMENSIONS

Vivi coffee table dia 93

Vivi coffee table dia 77

Vivi side table dia 46

Basket table medium

Basket table small

Vivi basket

CT008

AC003

CT009

AC002

CT010

AC001

ABOUT
Inspired by the shape of rattan, the Ivo collection translates natural shapes into contemporary
materials. The side tables are suitable for indoors as well as outdoors. With its round and graphic
silhouette, Ivo brings a soft yet playful touch to your living room or garden.
Thanks to the sturdy material, you’ll be able to enjoy these beautiful tables for years and years to
come.
Vivi lamp medium
LA013
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Vivi lamp small
LA012
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IVO
COLLECTION

OTTO
COLLECTION

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Black | S010

MATERIALS
Aluminum frame with HDPE wicker and HPL top.
Weather resistant.

ABOUT

MAINTENANCE
A quick wash with a non-foaming mild detergent every three months will do the trick.

The Otto footstools are the perfect accessory for people who like to relax in style. They serve as a
footstool, a place to put your tray on, or as an extra seat when you have people over. Otto is made in
crochet and can be used indoors and outdoors. The footstools are available in three different colours: Moss, Taupe and Charcoal. Made of rope, they’re comfortable to touch and combine perfectly
with many Vincent Sheppard indoor and outdoor models.

MATERIALS
DIMENSIONS

- Outer cover: thermoplastic polypropylene (PP) rope fibers
- Inner cover: breathable polyester
- Filling: polystyrene beads

DIMENSIONS

Ivo coffee table dia 93
GT006
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Ivo coffee table dia 77
GT007

Ivo side table dia 44
GT008
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OTTO
COLLECTION

GROOVE
COLLECTION / by Alain Gilles

COLOURS

Charcoal | S020

Taupe | S011

Moss | S016

MAINTENANCE
Crochet PP rope has been designed to be as low maintenance as possible. It is recommended to
use a fabric and upholstery protector to give optimal stain resistance.
In order to spot clean the rope, do apply a mist of a soapy water solution with a spray bottle and
then work the solution into the rope with a soft cloth by blotting or using light pressure and short
strokes. Do not abrade the rope with excessive scrubbing or by using a hard brush. Rinse the solution thoroughly and then blot excess moisture from the rope using a soft cloth and allow to air-dry.
Never use a highpressure hose on PP rope and wash only.
We recommend to place the furniture indoors during winter.
Cigarette ashes or any sparks are to be avoided at any time as it might not only damage the outer,
but also the inner cover.

ABOUT
These unique side tables in marble and oak were designed by Brussels-based designer Alain
Gilles. They are designed to interact perfectly with each other as they are available in different
sizes and materials. Thanks to the graphic ‘grooves’ in the marble or wooden top, the tables have
been given a specific alignment and direction, which allows to create a dialogue between the lines,
heights and materials of the tables. By either combining different sizes in the same material for a
subtle result, or by mixing and matching table tops in different materials and finishes for a more
contrasting combination, you can create a table set that is in perfect harmony with your own interior and style.

MATERIALS
- Frame: thick folded metal sheets
- Table top: marble or oak | golden grooves available on marble tops

DIMENSIONS
- Small | CT023:
40 dia x 37 h
- Medium | CT024 : 72 dia x 34 h
- Large | CT025 :
96 dia x 30 h (not available with oak top)
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GROOVE
COLLECTION / by Alain Gilles
COLOURS | MARBLE

COLOURS | OAK

Nero Marquina | R003

Carrara | R001

Natural oak
varnish | W017

Nero Marquina gold
R004

Carrara gold
R002

MAINTENANCE
MARBLE TABLE TOP:
Avoid using acidic or abrasive cleaners. Vacuum or sweep up loose dirt, and use a damp mop or
sponge regularly. To remove stubborn stains, use a poultice paste.
OAK TABLE TOP:
Clean with a mild solution of water and natural soap.
FRAME:
Clean with a damp cloth once in a while.
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DISTRIBUIDOR OFICIAL MÉXICO
+52 (442) 224 0950

info@avahospitalite.com
anacristina@avahospitalite.com

www.avahospitalite.com

